CAPABILITES STATEMENT
Cape Henry Associates – Preparing Our Armed Forces
Founded in 2004, Cape Henry Associates (CHA) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business
(SDVOSB) specializing in Manpower Analysis, Personnel Analysis, and Training (MPT) services.

Clients Include:

Cape Henry Associates is a SeaPort-e prime contract vehicle holder and owns a Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) technology, Lighthouse, for sole source contracting for MPT products and
services. Veterans comprise 58% of our team. With an overall on-time delivery of 99.5% for required
deliverables, we take pride in the reputation we have built as the go-to company for all things MPT.

TRAINING
Training Devices
Courseware Development
Instructional Systems Design
High Velocity Learning Environment
Training Systems Development
Navy Training Systems Plan (NTSP)
Development
Training Content Development
Front End Analysis (FEA) Support
Self-Assessment and Groom Training (SAGT)
Training System Installation Plan (TSIP)
Development and Implementation
SMART Classroom Design and Installation

D ATA S C I E N C E & A N A LY T I C S
Cape Henry Associates’ proprietary software,
Lighthouse, is designed to capture and integrate
diverse datasets and provide analysis in one
extraordinary, digital warehouse. Whatever
a customer’s data or analytic needs may be,
Lighthouse gives almost instantaneous service.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE &
MACHINE LEARNING
Rapid ingestion of a wide variety of data
User-configurable filtration of AI Interesting
Artifacts (AI/IA)
User free-form investigation of AI/IA
ML experimentation and training
Flexible visualization

ENGINEERING & LO GIST ICS
Planned Maintenance Systems (PMS)
Evaluation and Technical Document Support
Maintenance Gap Analysis (MGA)
SEAOPS (Safe Engineering and
Operations) Manuals
Engineering Change Request/Ship Change
Document (ECR/SCD) Analysis
Life Cycle Support Plans (LCSP)
System Acquisition and Life Cycle Support
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and
Execution System (PPBES) Inputs
Ship/Activity Acquisition and
Life Cycle Support
Training System Installation Plan (TSIP)
Development and Implementation

R E Q U I R E M E N T S A N A LY S I S
Initial Ship/Unit Required Operational
Capabilities/Projected Operational
Environments (ROC/POE)
Manpower Validation Studies
Front End Analysis (FEA) Support
High Driver Analysis
Billet Saturation Analysis
Manpower Estimate Reports (MER)
Preliminary Ship/Fleet Manpower Documents
(PSMD/PFMD)
Billet Training Profiles (BTP)
Human Systems Integration Plans (HSIP)
Training System Installation Plan (TSIP)
Development and Implementation

RESEARCH & DISRUPTION
CHA’s Fog Bank division is the force behind our innovative and technologically advanced services, bringing
exciting new disruptive progress to our clients and the marketplace.
“Another OUTSTANDING job…separating the data into [specific] areas allows the viewer to know exactly where to go to find each
document... Thanks, once again, for the fine effort... Never fail to amaze.” – CVN Manpower, Personnel, and Training Program Manager

2020 Accomplishments
CHA and C-ARTS featured again
The latest issue of Military Simulation and Training (MS&T) magazine is out and features an article on C-ARTS. We are
incredibly proud of the role we played in the design and implementation of this high velocity learning environment that is
already providing ready, relevant learning to our nation’s Sailors. CHA and its partners remain dedicated to creating the
most advanced products to assist our clients in surpassing their expectations.
FAS2T-RIF1 case study released
Cape Henry Associates (CHA) has released another case study, this time detailing its
efforts on creating Fast Autonomous Sort, Search of Threats, and Exploitation of Captured
Media (FAS2T-RIF1). In collaboration with frequent partner KOVA Global, CHA engaged
its proprietary FogLifter turnkey environment to create a product allowing the Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA) the ability to ingest and process large amounts of data with the
latest machine learning algorithms for expedited processing of intelligence artifacts.
HVLE case study just released
Cape Henry Associates (CHA) has released a new case study detailing its contributions to
the U.S. Navy’s training modernization efforts through the Carrier-Advanced Reconfigurable
Training System (C-ARTS), a High Velocity Learning Environment (HVLE) capable of
providing training in a technologically advanced mobile unit. C-ARTS was developed in
line with the Navy’s Sailor 2025 initiative to bring ready, relevant learning directly to the
point of need.
Cape Henry Associates and KOVA Global Formally Announce Partnership
Cape Henry Associates (CHA) and KOVA Global (KOVA) have formally
partnered in pursuit of enhancing and modernizing the United States Navy’s
training curriculum. CHA and KOVA came together to form Tanya Faye Kocha,
LLC (TFK), a joint venture company that leverages the talents and technology
of both CHA and KOVA.
CHA and KOVA have worked closely together for more than a decade in support of defense contracts. This gives the
partnership a unique perspective steeped in experience to bring to the defense contracting world. KOVA is a WomanOwned Small Business comprised of over 80 percent surface Navy Veterans while CHA is a Veteran-Owned business
whose employee base is 58 percent Veterans and has a 99.5 percent on-time product delivery rate. The two companies
together form an entity uniquely qualified to understand the intricacies of naval training demands as well as the challenges
of content conversion as the Navy progresses toward its Sailor 2025 vision.
TFK was formed specifically to compete for a Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems Division contract for development
of training requirements analysis and curriculum modernization products, and program management for the U.S. Navy. The
fact that CHA and KOVA have worked closely on similar contracts, such as the Carrier-Advanced Reconfigurable Training
System (C-ARTS), speaks to their ability to successfully navigate the often-complicated waters of training transformation
initiatives. Both parties are steeped in the systems and processes of this specific type of contract, work well together, and
have a demonstrated understanding of what it takes to successfully deliver superior products. TFK combines the highspeed agility and technical capabilities of KOVA and melds them with the sophisticated systems and processes of CHA
to offer a focused, purpose-built joint venture with proven performance in high-volume production pipelines of diverse
training analyses and content development.
CHA begins testing of Full Mission Bridge Simulator at Whitehall Ferry Terminal, NYC
Cape Henry Associates (CHA), contracted by Eastern Shipbuilding as the Lead System
Integrator for the Full Mission Bridge Simulator installation at the Whitehall Ferry Terminal
in Manhattan, New York, is pleased to announce that testing is underway.
CHA has been diligently working in support of this contract with KOVA Global and Wartsila
for the benefit of the Staten Island Ferry service, which runs between Whitehall Street in
lower Manhattan and the St. George Ferry Terminal on Staten Island. The ferry service
carries the second largest number of passengers annually in the United States – roughly
22 million – on the 5.2-mile, 25-minute trip.

Products and Services

LIGHTHOUSE
A C A P E H E NRY A S SOCIAT E S P RODUCT

The result of a competitively awarded SBIR Phase I
contract, Lighthouse is a suite of components/tools
designed to function as a single, encompassing platform
to capture and integrate diverse datasets into a unified
data warehouse while supporting accelerated module/
tool development, to provide work process efficiencies to
any or all tasks/work within the seven HSI domains.

Systems Analysis and Training Requirements (SATR)
Our Systems Analysis and Training Requirements (SATR)
experts have worked on more than 200 significant
system-level Manpower, Personnel, and Training (MPT)
development efforts, analyzing planned ship alterations
and new equipment additions to assess their training and
manning impacts. We develop practical training options
that reflect expert knowledge of system operations and
a rigorous and systematic analysis of the operating
context. We have been recognized as system-level
planning experts in the hull, mechanical, electrical (HME),
combat, and control network areas.

Training Development (TRADEV)
Training Development, or TRADEV, designs and develops
learning content across a wide spectrum of topics
using virtually every industry-standard medium. Cape
Henry Associates’ TRADEV group has the expertise on
hand to produce optimal training solutions ranging from
basic boatswain’s mate courses to Advanced Control
Systems Training.

Configuration-Based Requirements Analysis, or CoBRA,
is the Cape Henry Associates (CHA) approach to Training
Gap Analysis (TGA). CHA’s CoBRA team leverages our
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) technology,
Lighthouse, and Navy configuration data to organize,
structure, validate, standardize, and compare manpower
and training information from disparate sources.

Seamanship and Small Craft Group (SSC)
Cape Henry Associates’ (CHA’s) Seamanship and Small
Craft Group, or SSC, has quickly become the U.S. Navy’s
source to support numerous deck system-related training
initiatives. The LPD 17 Deck Self-Assessment Groom
Training (D-SAGT) and the tailored deck operations
Personnel Qualification Standard (PQS) have contributed
significantly to addressing longstanding issues within
the Fleet. Our SMEs (subject matter experts) routinely
produce deck and small craft training programs that
assist program offices from PMS 317, 325, 378, and 339
while providing sound recommendations that ultimately
serve our Navy ships and onboard personnel.

Unit Manpower Training (UMT)
Unit Manpower Training (UMT) is our Manpower,
Personnel, and Training (MPT) work at the ship, shipclass, and deployable unit levels. Specifically, our UMT
group provides all necessary analytic functions, subject
matter expertise, and program management talent
needed to deliver critical ship-class-level documents
and manpower studies for NAVSEA’s (Naval Sea
Systems Command) PMS 312-, PMS 317-, PMS
325-, PMS 377-, PMS 378-, and PMS 385-sponsored
acquisition programs.

“Outstanding job! Sincerely appreciate the hard work and rapid turnaround! ...I understand the Execution Team has been
intimately involved in putting this plan into effect for some time now. BZs all around.” – Regarding an MPT plan

Leadership
Bill Allen, Founder and President
Bill has been leading and managing Cape Henry Associates (CHA) since its founding in early 2004.
After a 22-year commitment to the U.S. Navy where he advanced from enlisted machinist mate to a
commissioned limited duty engineering officer and unrestricted line lieutenant commander, Bill worked
for a major defense contractor in Washington, D.C. leading up to his founding of CHA. His bachelor’s
degree in Sociology and his master’s in International Relations complement his technical experience in
direct strategic benefit to the growth and success of CHA.

John Jackson, Chief Executive Officer
As Chief Executive Officer, John’s responsibilities include strategic and organizational planning, finance,
and change management. He joined CHA as a Program Director and quickly transitioned into the role of
Chief Operating Officer and then Chief Executive Officer. Twelve years of service in the U.S. Navy and a
master’s degree in Business Administration and Technology Management along with several previously
held civilian leadership positions combine to make John tremendously skilled and competent to lead
CHA now and into the future.

Chuck Wythe, Chief Revenue Officer
With more than two decades of experience in the military and in senior executive roles, as CHA’s CRO
Chuck is an organization builder and producer. His deep technical understanding of the subject matter
areas and experience gained leading his previous company through its startup phase, its first liquidity
event, its rapid-growth phase (including major diversification), two acquisitions, and its first forays into
international markets have given him an intuitive understanding of how to get the most out of individuals
and teams.

Curtis Sumner, Chief Operations Officer
After retiring with 21 years of service in the U.S. Navy, Curtis spent some time with SPAWAR and NETC
programs before joining CHA. He held the roles of Senior Program Manager and Director of Operations
before becoming Chief Operations Officer. Curtis oversees daily operations and strategic planning
and management, and manages contract technical and financial aspects along with supervising the
Project Management Office. His more than 20 years of military curriculum development experience
combined with more than a decade of business development experience and a bachelor’s in Business
Administration have prepared him well for his leadership responsibilities with CHA.

Rachel Allen, Chief Administrative Officer
Rachel’s varied experience with CHA combined with her bachelor’s degree in Liberal Studies positions
her uniquely for the role of Chief Administrative Officer. She oversees human resources, contract
administration, purchasing, travel, export compliance, and facilities security and interfaces with the
accounting department and banking and insurance companies.

“[We] appreciate the months of hard work…impressive, as always. Then again, we’ve come to expect nothing less.”
– Regarding a TGA report
CONTACT CAPE HENRY ASSOCIATES:
Office: 757-502-7424
Fax: 757-961-0944
Cape-Henry.com
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